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technology
InFocus Mondopad Line
The What: InFocus Corporation has released a new line of Mondopad
collaborative display solutions. Comprising 12 models designed around
the specific needs and budgets of various office environments and
meeting spaces, Mondopad Core, Mondopad Launch, and Mondopad
Ultra are available in 55-inch, 65-inch, 75-inch, and 86-inch models.
The What Else: Offering essential tools for collaboration without
cluttering the user interface with unnecessary apps, Mondopad Core
is the affordable baseline of the new Mondopad, offering a solution
for small businesses, government agencies, and huddle rooms. Users
can utilize the 4K business-grade touchscreen with embedded Android
and a suite of tools
for casting, whiteboarding,
viewing
documents,
and
browsing the web.
Designed
for
organizations
that
need easy access to
shared software and
tools,
Mondopad
Launch is a configurable solution for
group workspaces.
Building upon the
Mondopad
Core
model,
Mondopad
Launch adds a seventh-generation Intel i5-based Windows 10 Pro
PC and additional customization options. A lock-down feature allows
individual users to easily login and quickly gain access to only the apps
they care about, and a customizable home screen with large, convenient
buttons means meetings start quickly, and the touchscreen can be easily reset before the next meeting.
A seamlessly-integrated, high-performance collaboration system
that is secure and easy to use right out of the box, Mondopad Ultra
takes collaboration to the next level. Built on a seventh-generation Intel
i7-based Windows 10 Pro PC, Mondopad Ultra features an integrated
suite of collaboration apps including video conferencing, whiteboarding, casting, a web browser, and full Microsoft Office suite for a truly
efficient face-to-face collaboration system
The Bottom Line: All 12 new Mondopad models are available now
in the U.S., as well as a variety of accessories such as the SimpleShare
Presentation System, Thunder Speakerphone, and mounting solutions
for wall, floor, and mobile applications. Contact an authorized InFocus
reseller for pricing.

Leyard and Planar VVW Series

The What: Leyard and Planar has introduced the Leyard VVR Series—a
family of indoor and outdoor LED video wall displays designed to meet
the fast-paced needs of the rental and staging industry.
The What Else: The Leyard VVR Series features magnetically-
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attachable cabinets for fast assembly, easy access to electronics for
simple maintenance, and a quick-lock system to support single-person
installation and handling. It also incorporates the robustness, serviceability, and 24x7 support required for indoor and outdoor fixed installations. The series joins several other Leyard LED video wall solutions
aimed at the rental and staging market, expanding the options available
to this growing industry.
The Bottom Line: The Leyard VVR Series will begin shipping in the
first quarter of 2019 through Leyard and Planar’s worldwide network
of authorized resellers.

Draper SmartTrim for Barco Unisee

The What: Draper has launched a trim solution for the Barco UniSee.
The What Else: SmartTrim for Barco UniSee is a patent pending, design protected solution co-developed with SMS Smart Media
Solutions, a Draper subsidiary in Sweden. According to the company, it

provides a simple and elegant trim remedy for a wide range of standard
and custom Barco UniSee configurations.
The Bottom Line: Standard kits for typical wall-mounted Barco
UniSee video walls are available now. This includes 2x2, 3x3, and 4x4
as well as 2x4 and 3x4 configurations. Draper is also ready to provide custom and unique solutions for one-off Barco UniSee video wall
applications.

Peerless-AV Heavy-Duty Projector Mounts

The What: Peerless-AV has added two new Heavy Duty Universal Projector Mounts (PJR125 and PJR125-POR) to the its range of
mounting solutions. Designed for use in applications including corporate, education, home entertainment, retail,
live event, museums, and theme parks,
the Heavy Duty Universal Projector Mounts support a wide range
of projector models,
including laser projectors, large venue
projectors, and heavy
LCD/LED projectors.
The What Else: Offering what the company
calls the “largest mounting pattern in the industry,”
the mounts also accommodate projectors weighing
up to 125 lbs.
Peerless-AV’s projector mounts feature a low-profile design and
simple Hook-and-Hang feature to help installers when securing the
projector and making adjustments. The mounts include six universal
legs (four pre-installed) that provide additional support for projectors
with more than four mounting holes and are completely adjustable.
The Bottom Line: Peerless-AV’s Heavy Duty Universal Projector Mounts (PJR125 and PJR125-POR) are available now through
Peerless-AV direct sales representatives and authorized distribution
networks.
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